Penn Art Classroom Matrix
Carpet/tables

Signal

Welcome to Artdirections for entering
the room are given at
door. Go to your spot
with a zero voice and
be ready for directions.

Seat work
Magic Word of the day to
begin. When I give the
magic word- you may
begin.

Clean up

Sink

Line up

Clean Up song
Or
Teacher Clap and student
clap response followed by
directions.

-use as needed.

Magic Trick line up.
3…2…1…0 voices
Or line up song

Or
Please get started.

Hand and body to self.
Be Kind

Hands and body to self
and be kind
Help others who may
need it.

Clean up and help
others clean up

Wait your turn.

Hands and body
to self

Listen with eyes on
speaker.

Follow directions
given

Be careful of others
kids projects

Zero voices

Raise hand.

Zero or one table
volume

Stay behind the red
line if waiting
Wash hands
quickly.

Follow directions
given

Follow directions
given

Clean up mess and
help your table

Clean hands, throw
paper towels in the
trash.
Wait your turn.

Line up with class

Stop working when
asked and clean up
when asked.

Face forward while
waiting so you
know when it is
your turn

Facing forward

Caring

Respectful

Stay on task
Raise hand stay seated

Responsible
Ready

Come in with a
zero voice ready to
hear directions

Wait your turn
Get started and stay
focused

Art Room Rules:
Raise your hand
Listen Respectfully
Follow Directions
Have fun and TRY your best
Move safely in the room- leave scissors @ table
Use appropriate Volume, zero or one
Carpet Rules:
Sit on bottoms
Zero voices
Eyes on Speaker
Listen Respectfully
Raise Hands

Sink rules:
3 kids on the black mat
Wait behind the red line
Wait your turn
Throw paper towels in the trash
Clean up:
Stop working when asked
Clean up your mess and then help table mates
Sit quietly @ table spot until dismissed
Line up:
Sit quietly at table until you see your teacher at the door
Stand up, push chair in, line up
Facing forward, voices off, hands by side

